
and the billing data for medical services about one
month late, so we were able to present findings seven
weeks after the trial ended. Normally observational
analysis is delayed because historical controls are
assembled after the policy and complex adjustments
are required.

Limitations of this trial
The main surprise was the non-compliance in the con-
trol group, causing the estimates of drug savings to be
$C8 in the randomised analysis and $C24 per patient
month in the observational analysis. The non-
compliance resulted from a change that Pharmacare
made to the protocol at the last minute, which can be
avoided in future policy trials. Wanting to underscore
the independence of the evaluation from the
government, Pharmacare sent letters announcing the
policy change six weeks in advance to all doctors in the
province. Control doctors were not told of their
exemption until they received a separate letter from
the investigators two weeks later. Many control doctors
either overlooked the second letter or decided to
switch patients to inhaler drugs in anticipation of the
new policy. Although our cluster randomised, delayed
control design is open to such bias, it is the most prac-
tical approach that can be integrated in the dynamic
process of policy making.

Sensitivity analysis
In a sensitivity analysis correcting the randomised
analysis for non-compliance, the two evaluation
designs gave remarkably concordant results. This
shows that, in the absence of randomisation, contem-
porary techniques for longitudinal data analysis have a
good chance of producing valid evaluations of the
impacts of drug policies.

Conclusion
We have shown the feasibility of a low cost randomised
policy trial and its concordance with a parallel
observational study and conclude that randomised
evaluation is a promising new avenue for collaboration
between decision makers and researchers that can
produce rapid, rigorous, relevant evidence.
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What is already known on this topic

Metered dose inhalers are less expensive than
nebulised drugs and deliver respiratory
medications to the lung better

Randomised trials in selected patients show that
inhalers have similar or better outcomes than
nebulisers

Randomised policy trials that evaluate restrictions
on reimbursement for drugs are regarded as not
feasible or expensive

What this study adds

Restricting reimbursement of nebulisers in favour
of inhalers does not trigger adverse outcomes in
adults

Randomised drug policy trials are feasible and
likely to be concordant with observational
evaluations if implemented carefully

Corrections and clarifications

Training for patients in a randomised controlled trial of self management of
warfarin treatment and Coeliac disease and schizophrenia: population based
case control study with linkage of Danish national registers
The layout of these two consecutive short reports, by Ellen Murray et al
and by William Eaton et al respectively, went haywire at the final stage of
page production, and the resulting errors were not spotted before
publication (21 February, pp 437-438, 438-9). Each article should have
had a table of data, but the Murray paper somehow attracted the Eaton
table as well as its own; the Eaton paper was published without its table.
The bmj.com versions have been corrected.

Review of prevalence data in, and evaluation of methods for cross cultural
adaptation of, UK surveys on tobacco and alcohol in ethnic minority groups
The authors of this paper, Raj Bhopal and colleagues, have alerted us to
an error in the data in table 1 (10 January, pp 76-80). In the sixth row of
data (self reported smoking, any tobacco products), the value for
Pakistani men is 28 (not 8, as stated).

Reid refuses to accept all recommendations of Blofeld report
We wrongly stated in this news article by Mark Gould (21 February, p 423)
that Professor Kamlesh Patel was a member of the Blofeld team (which
looked into the death of David “Rocky” Bennett, who died in an NHS
psychiatric unit in 1998, after a struggle with nursing staff). He was not.
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